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Section 1 ONE

Summary of Findings

Summary of Findings

This report summarizes the results of cultural resources studies conducted for the proposed
Campus Parkway, in Merced County, CA. This proposed project will include construction of a
new roadway and the modification of existing cross streets and local road connections on the east
side of the City of Merced, between Route 99 and Yosemite Avenue (Appendix A, Figure 1).
The cultural resources studies conducted for this project included archaeological and
architectural field survey, and related bibliographic research, to locate potential historic
properties and historic resources that might be affected by the project.
The Campus Parkway project is sponsored by Merced County Department of Public Works, who
is also the Lead Agency responsible for compliance with the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA). This project has federal funding administered by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). FHWA
and Caltrans are responsible for the project’s compliance with the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA).
Three alternative alignments were studied for this project: a Yellow, Green, and Green Alternate
(Appendix A, Figure 2). An Area of Potential Effect (APE) was defined for archaeological and
architectural resources to inventory and evaluate the potential for cultural resources within these
three alignments. The Archaeological APE encompassed all potential new rights-of-ways
(ROW). The Architectural APE included the properties with structures within the alternative
ROWs, and in most cases an adjacent property. The APE Map for the project was produced by
the County of Merced Department of Public Works under separate cover. The APE for
archaeology and architectural properties has been approved by FHWA.
One archaeological site (P-24-001658, CA-MER-000380H) and one isolate cultural resource (P24-001659) were documented within the Archaeological APE. Refer to Sheet 5 of 10 of the APE
Map for the location of these archaeological resources. P-24-001659 consists of an historical
piece of agricultural equipment known as a heavy chisel. This isolate could be affected by
construction of the Green Alignment, but as an isolate artifact it is considered non-significant
and its data potential has been fully recorded. Additionally, the owner has stated that he could
move the chisel out of the APE.
Site CA-MER-000380H is the bulldozed remnant of the Caseretta brothers’ pig farm that
possibly dates to the 1930s. Site CA-MER-000380H has not been evaluated formally vis-à-vis
the eligibility criteria for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the California
Register of Historic Resources (CRHR). There are no remaining structures and the site appears
to contain little data potential due to lack of integrity as the result of extensive post-occupation
disturbance. If the Yellow or Green Alternate Alignments are selected, there would be no
potential impact to the site and no further evaluation will be required. If the site must be
acquired for right-of-way and could be potentially affected by construction activities, then formal
evaluation, possibly including archaeological testing or detailed historic research, could be
required to determine whether the site is eligible for the NRHP/CRHR. If found to be eligible, a
Finding of Effect document would be prepared. A finding of adverse effect would require
development and implementation of appropriate mitigation measures prior to construction.
One property within the Architectural APE appears to meet the criteria for listing in both the
NRHP and the CRHR. Refer to site reference No. 6 on Sheet 3 of 10 of the APE Map. This
property is a 1927 dairy that appears to be a significant example of a property type associated
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with the theme of agriculture and colonization in the Merced area. No other buildings and
structures within the Architectural APE appear to meet the NRHP/CRHR. None of the ten
canals of the Merced Irrigation District within the Architectural APE meets the criteria for listing
in the National Register. Finally, the railroad line of the Burlington Northern-Santa Fe (BNSF)
Railroad within the Architectural APE does not meet the criteria for listing in the National
Register. There are no bridges within the Architectural APE. If the 1927 dairy is determined to
be eligible to the NRHP/CRHR, a Finding of Effect document would be prepared. A finding of
adverse effect would require development and implementation of appropriate mitigation
measures prior to construction.
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2.

Section 2 TWO

Project Description

2.1

PROJECT AREA AND DESCRIPTION

Merced County, in cooperation with Caltrans and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA),
are evaluating alternative routes for a new expressway on the east side of the City of Merced.
The area being studied for the Campus Parkway extends from Caltrans’ proposed new
interchange at Route 99 and Mission Avenue east of Coffee Road, to Yosemite Avenue. North
of Route 140, there are two alternative alignments called the Green and Yellow, and a variation
of both called the Green Alternate (Appendix A, Figure 1).
Campus Parkway is planned for one to three lanes in each direction, with a divided median, bike
lanes, and sidewalks. To accommodate these facilities, a right-of-way up to 46 meters (150 feet)
wide is proposed. Additional right-of-way is likely to be necessary at intersections to allow for
left and right turn lanes.
The parkway will be designed as an expressway. An expressway is a roadway that restricts
access to key intersections with major cross streets. Unlike a conventional road or rural highway
where properties along the right-of-way can have driveway access onto the road, an expressway
does not permit adjacent parcels to install driveways or connections between the key
intersections. This improves the traffic flow and capacity of the expressway as it limits the
locations where drivers can enter the expressway or perform conflicting left turns.
Intersections will be located at Gerard Avenue, Childs Avenue, Olive Avenue, and Yosemite
Avenue (Appendix A, Figure 2). Traffic signals may be installed at these intersections.
Depending on projected traffic movements, one or more left and/or right turning lanes may be
included, providing “storage” for cars waiting to turn at these locations. The number and length
of the turning lanes will require some reconstruction of the cross streets where they connect to
Campus Parkway. Therefore, at these key intersections, the width of the intersecting roads may
be widened to accommodate the design of the intersection and the turning lanes.
Two separated grade crossing structures are necessary for Campus Parkway. At Bear Creek the
planned crossing consists of an overpass over the creek and South and North Bear Creek Drives
(Appendix A, Figure 2). A “box girder” design will likely be utilized to avoid the need for
pilings within the creek channel, although one or more supporting pilings may be necessary
between the upper banks of the creek and South and North Bear Creek Drives. No access
connections to South or North Bear Creek Drives are planned. Sidewalks, bike paths and a
divided median barrier will extend across this structure.
The second grade crossing structure will be required at State Route 140, where the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railroad tracks run adjacent and parallel to the south side of the
highway (Appendix A, Figure 2). An elevated separated grade crossing structure that spans both
the highway and the tracks is required. A roadway connection, such as a short ramp, is planned
to provide traffic circulation between Campus Parkway and Route 140. Because of the presence
of the railroad south of Route 140, this connection must be located on the north side and would
consist of a “hook” shaped ramp on the east side of Campus Parkway. To provide safe “storage”
of cars heading on or off of Route 140, turning lanes would be added to Route 140 at the Campus
Parkway ramp connection.
In addition to those major features already described, small bridges will be constructed at
locations where Campus Parkway crosses irrigation canals and drainage courses. A storm
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drainage system consisting of pipes, swales, and retention ponds will be constructed as part of
the project.
A utility easement may be accommodated adjacent to the Campus Parkway right-of-way. The
easement would reserve space for utility services such as gas, electricity, and
telecommunications (telephone, internet, cable television, etc.). This potential easement is not
part of the 46-meter (150-foot) right-of-way for the roadway, and the placement of any utilities
or services within such an easement is not part of this project.

2.2

PROPOSED ALIGNMENTS

Three different possible alignments have been proposed for the Campus Parkway. Each
alignment has a common segment that extends north from the proposed Route 99/Mission
Avenue interchange, parallels the Doane and Hartley Laterals (canals), and crosses Gerard
Avenue, Childs Avenue, and Route 140 (Appendix A, Figure 2). North of Route 140, two
alternatives (called the Green and Yellow Alignments) and a variation of the Green Alignment
(called the Green Alternate Alignment) head north to a proposed “T” intersection with Yosemite
Avenue. The proposed project limits at Route 99 and Yosemite Avenue are necessary to meet
projected travel demand occurring within the twenty-year design horizon (year 2025).

Green Alignment
North of Route 140, the Green Alignment heads diagonally northwest (Appendix A, Figure 2).
About 750 meters (0.5 mile) northwest of the Hartley Canal, the alignment turns due north and
crosses South Bear Creek Drive, Bear Creek, North Bear Creek Drive and Olive Avenue. As it
approaches Yosemite Avenue the alignment shifts to the east about 60 meters (200 feet), and
ends at a “T” intersection.

Yellow Alignment
North of State Route 140, the Yellow alignment heads due north, crossing South Bear Creek
Drive, Bear Creek, North Bear Creek Drive and Olive Avenue (Appendix A, Figure 2). Just
north of Olive Avenue, the alignment shifts to cross over the Bradley Lateral, and continues
north, crossing Black Rascal Creek and connecting with Yosemite Avenue.

Green Alternate Alignment
This alignment is the same as the Green Alignment north of Yosemite Avenue and the same as
the Yellow alignment south of Olive Avenue (Appendix A, Figure 2). Between Yosemite and
Olive Avenues, the Green Alternate Alignment follows a northwest/southeast alignment,
crossing Black Rascal Creek parallel to a high-voltage transmission line corridor.
The potential flood risks and environmental impacts associated with the proposed Campus
Parkway project including the planned expressway from Route 99 to Yosemite Avenue and two
grade crossings over Route 140 and Bear Creek are briefly discussed in the following sections,
according to the procedures and guidelines provided in the Local Program Manual (Caltrans
1983).
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3.

Section 3 THREE

Resume of Surveys

3.1

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS

Prior to archaeological fieldwork, an archaeological record search (File No. 3305I) was
conducted by personnel at the Central California Information Center (CCIC), at the Office of
Historic Preservation’s California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS). The
record search encompassed the project area and included a ¼-mile radius for prior surveys and a
one-mile radius for previously recorded resources.
For the historical resources literature search the following sources were consulted:
•

California Inventory of Historic Resources (Department of Parks and Recreation 1976)

•

National Register of Historic Places (NPS 1998a, 1998b)

•

California Historical Landmarks (1996)

•

California Points of Historical Interest listing (May 1992 and updates)

•

Historic Property Directory, Listing by City (OHP current 1998 computer list)

•

Caltrans Local Bridge Survey (1989 and web site updates)

•

Survey of Surveys (1989)

•

Site and survey files of the CCIC

The entire Archaeological Area of Potential Effect (APE) was subjected to complete
archaeological field reconnaissance by URS Corporation archaeological staff (refer to APE
Map). This was accomplished via three separate field visits conducted mid June 2000, late
October 2000, and mid July 2001. The findings of these field visits were recorded by URS
Corporation in the Archaeological Survey Report (ASR) and Addendum 1: Archaeological
Survey Report (ASR Addendum) prepared for Merced County.
An Archaeological Study Area was established for the field visits that occurred mid June 2000
and late October 2000. This study area was created because the Archaeological APE was not yet
confirmed when the field surveys were conducted. Once the Archaeological APE was finalized
by Merced County, every remaining area not included in the original Archaeological Study Area
was surveyed during the mid-July 2001 field visit (see Section 3.1.2). The adopted
Archaeological APE was smaller than the Architectural Study Area because the project limits
terminated at Yosemite Avenue. Thus, the archaeological resources reported in the ASR situated
north of Yosemite Avenue are not discussed in this report.

3.1.1 Mid-June 2000 and Late October 2000 Surveys
The Archaeological Study Area shown on the Figure 3 map set in Appendix A of the ASR was
subjected to complete archaeological field reconnaissance. Three to six archaeological field
technicians systematically surveyed the Archaeological Study Area by walking transects at
intervals of no more than 15 meters. The survey team conducted two separate field visits during.
The survey was staggered to allow for the completion of the corn and cotton harvest on certain
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parcels within the Archaeological Study Area, which afforded better ground exposure for survey.
Minor project modifications required follow-up survey during October 2000.
Prior to fieldwork, Bob Granada from Golden Valley Engineering (Merced) staked the
centerlines for the proposed Green and Yellow alternatives. An expanded ‘block area’ north of
Yosemite Avenue was surveyed because alternative centerlines in this area were not firmly
delineated by the time of the archaeological field survey. Mr. Granada also staked the outer
limits of the expanded survey area. The pedestrian surveys used these stakes for both spatial and
directional reference. Except for some areas in the northern section of the Archaeological Study
Area, nearly all the surveys were conducted through active agricultural fields. In areas with
active orchards, transects were walked between the rows of trees. In all survey areas, the field
technicians walked 15-meter wide pedestrian transects. Survey coverage was complete
throughout the Archaeological Study Area.
Ground visibility ranged from 100% in the recently plowed fields to less than 5% in areas
covered with grasses. In areas of less than optimal ground visibility, the team examined rodent
burrows, and any other ground disturbances for cultural materials. Areas with obscured ground
visibility were limited primarily to the northern sections of the Archaeological Study Area (north
of Cardella Road) where surface grasses, riparian environments, and vernal pools are present.
The northern areas presently are used primarily for cattle grazing, although sections of the
northern Archaeological Study Area also cover the western and southern edge of the Merced
Hills Golf Course, where ground visibility also was poor.
During the June survey, aerial photos overlain with the project components and the boundaries of
the Archaeological Study Area were marked to indicate those areas that would require survey at
a later date (i.e., once crops had been harvested and the fields cleared). Beginning in early
October, the web site produced by the Merced County Agricultural Commissioner was consulted
(www.co.merced.ca.us/ag/i4/weeklycroprpt/) and local farmers were contacted to coordinate the
survey with harvest of remaining fields in the Archaeological Study Area.
The Merced Hills Golf Course also was surveyed. Ground visibility on the golf course ranged
from less than 5% in the fairways to 25% along the edges of the riparian environment at the
southern fringe of the golf course, and around the vernal pools located within the golf course
grounds.

3.1.2 Mid-July 2001 Survey
The additional archaeological APE parcels not included in the Archaeological Study Area are
identified on Map 1 of the ASR Addendum. These areas were also subjected to complete
archaeological field reconnaissance on July 31, 2001, thereby completing the archaeological
surveys of the entire Campus Parkway Archaeological APE. Two URS archaeologists
conducted survey transects at intervals of no more than 15 meters. Ground visibility ranged from
100% in the recently plowed fields to <5% in areas covered with grasses. In areas of less than
optimal ground visibility, the team examined recent rodent burrows and any ground disturbances
for cultural materials. In those areas planted with cotton or other row crops visibility was limited
to open furrows which were visually inspected. In areas with active orchards, transects were
walked between the rows of trees.
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Areas with obscured ground visibility were limited primarily to the northern triangular section
located south of the intersection of Lake Road and Yosemite Avenue, which was partially
planted in cotton, and the triangular area west of the Hartley Lateral (approximately 2400 feet
north of State Route 140), which was also planted in cotton.

3.2

ARCHITECTURAL AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS

The Architectural APE extended one parcel back along each of the proposed alignments (refer to
APE Map). The Architectural APE was referred to as the Architectural Study Area in the
Historic Architectural Survey Report/Historic Resource Evaluation Report (HASR/HRER)
prepared by JRP Historical Consulting Services. This study area was created because the
Architectural APE was not yet confirmed at the time field surveys took place due to minor
changes occurring in the project. The adopted Architectural APE ended up smaller than the
Architectural Study Area because the project limits were refined, ending Campus Parkway at
Yosemite Avenue. Thus, all of the historic architectural resources reported in the HASR/HRER
that are beyond the one-parcel-deep Architectural APE adopted for the project are not discussed
here.
Prior to architectural survey, pre-field research for historic background information was
conducted at various locations in the Merced and Sacramento areas. The most useful repository
is the Stoddard Room at the Main Branch of the Merced County Library. This room houses a
special collection dedicated to the history of Merced County. The collection includes detailed
information on the sites and buildings within the county. This information is not available at any
other location. Research was also conducted at the library of Merced College in Merced, the
California State Library in Sacramento, and the Shields Library at the University of California,
Davis. Site-specific research was also conducted in the records of the County Assessor and
County Recorder, Merced County. These records include reliable data regarding the dates of
construction, dates of modification, and historical use of the various buildings and structures
within the county. Site-specific research for the canal system included use of the records of the
Merced Irrigation District.
Pre-field research also involved investigations to identify the locations of buildings and
structures that may have been constructed in 1955 or earlier. The year 1955 is significant
because it conforms to general Caltrans policies with respect to inventory work for potentially
historic buildings and structures. Under the criteria of eligibility for the National Register of
Historic Places, properties that are less than 50 years old are excluded unless they can be shown
to be “exceptionally significant.”1 Because of this exclusion, greater attention is paid to
buildings that are more than 50 years old than to buildings that are less than 50 years old. In
addition, Caltrans has recently adopted procedures that call for providing a five-year cushion,
recognizing that significant time often elapses between completion of environmental studies and
completions of highway projects. The field inventory for this project focused on buildings 45
years or more in age; that is, buildings that were constructed in 1955 or earlier.

1

The National Register criteria for evaluation are presented in 36 CFR Part 60 and explained in detail in Keeper of
the National Register, “Guidelines for Applying the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” various dates;
available on-line at www.cr/nps.gov.
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Prior to initiating fieldwork, JRP Historical Consulting Services conducted on-line research,
using the First American Real Estate Solutions (FARES), Real Property Files on-line database to
identify parcels within the Architectural Study Area that may include buildings constructed in
1955 or earlier. This research identified numerous parcels that fall into this category. Structures
on these parcels comprised the tentative Survey Population for the historic architectural field
inventory. This Survey Population was treated as preliminary for two reasons: there are
sometimes errors in the on-line data, and the possibility exists that post-1955 properties could
qualify for the National Register if they were shown to be exceptionally significant. This Survey
Population both expanded and contracted during fieldwork as background data were “fieldtruthed.”
Additional pre-field research was conducted to establish a general historical context for this part
of Merced County. This research explored the various themes and historical developments that
affected settlement in areas east and north of the City of Merced. These themes are explored in
detail under Section 5 of the HASR/HRER.
Each parcel within the Architectural APE was inspected in the field. The parcels were
provisionally broken into three groups: those that include buildings constructed before 1956;
those that include buildings built after 1955; and vacant parcels. An inventory was made of the
post-1955 parcels to determine whether any buildings that were present were of “exceptional
significance.” If there was no reason to suspect exceptional significance for post-’55 structures,
the parcel was noted, and the building was photographed but not recorded in detail. Every parcel
in the Architectural APE was inspected.
Each parcel believed to contain a pre-1956 building or structure based on archival data was
inspected in the field. Each building or structure was recorded in detail on an architectural
inventory form. The buildings and structures were recorded following accepted professional
practices. Each was photographed and extensive field notes were taken to record salient
attributes. Many of the parcels, particularly farming parcels, included multiple buildings and
structures. For those parcels, each of the various buildings was recorded to the same level of
detail and sketch plans were drawn to record the relationships between and among the various
buildings or structures.
Post-field research focused on documenting the history and potential historical significance of
the buildings and structures that are part of the Survey Population in the Architectural APE. This
research drew upon a variety of sources. County records were particularly fruitful, because
Merced County has done a good job of maintaining its historic appraisal data. Post-field
research also led back to many of the sources used in pre-field research, including the local
history collection at the Merced County Public Library in Merced.
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Section 4 FOUR

Public Participation and Coordination

4.1

LOCAL MERCED COMMUNITY

Letters were sent out to the Merced County Historical Society and Courthouse Museum, and the
Atwater Historical Society. The letters stated that architectural and engineering resources in the
proposed project area would be examined to determine if any historic properties are potentially
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, or qualify as historic resources
under the guidelines for the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The letters
requested that any individuals and/or organizations with concerns regarding specific historic
resources reply within 30 days upon receipt of the letter. All correspondence related to these
communications has been provided in Appendix B.

4.2

COORDINATION WITH THE NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY

The California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was contacted for a list of
Native American groups and/or individuals with direct or indirect knowledge of cultural
resources within or near the project area (Appendix C). These consultations also sought to
identify any sacred lands within the proposed project area (including a one-mile radius beyond
the Archaeological APE) identified in the NAHC’s Sacred Lands File. An initial record search
of the Sacred Lands File of the NAHC failed to indicate the presence of Native American
cultural resources or sacred lands in the immediate project area.
A letter and map describing the proposed project were sent by certified mail to three local Native
American groups/ individuals (Table 1) identified by the NAHC and the Field Directory of the
California Indian Community (State of California 2000). Follow-up telephone calls were made
after the two-week comment period had elapsed. The NAHC’s list of Native Americans to be
contacted in Merced County was revised during the course of this project and some names were
added or removed. Mr. Stanley J. Alec was removed from the list received on June 1, 2000, and
Ms. Angie Osborne, Mr. Jay Johnson, and Mr. Bill Leonard were added to the correspondence
list received on September 21, 2000. Additionally, on January 8, 2001, Ms. Lorrie Planas
requested not to be contacted in the future regarding projects in Merced County. A brief
overview of the telephone correspondence is provided in the table below. For detailed
information on Native American consultation and correspondence, please consult Appendix C:
Native American Correspondence.
Table 1
Initial informational letters sent to local Native Americans
Name
• Mr. Stanley J. Alec

Mail Correspondence

Response to
Mail/Letter?

• Letter of Contact Sent 12/18/98

• No

• Letter of Contact Returned;
Addressee Unknown

• N/A

• Letter of Contact Resent with
Correct Address 08/24/99

• No

Telephone Correspondence
• None

• None
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Name
• Ms. Lorrie Planas

• Ms. Angie Osborne

Mail Correspondence

Response to
Mail/Letter?

• Letter of Contact Sent 12/18/98

• No

• Letter of Contact Unclaimed;
Returned to Sender

• N/A

• Letter of Contact Resent
8/24/99

• No

• Letter of Contact Hand
Delivered 5/26/00

• Yes: Native plant
species inquiry
requested

• Response to Inquiry Hand
Delivered 08/14/00

• N/A

• Letter of Contact Hand
Delivered 5/26/00

• No

Telephone Correspondence

• Left msg. 09/07/99
• Left msg. 09/15/99
• Left msg. 08/07/00
• Reached 08/08/00

• Left msg. 08/07/00
• Left msg. 08/09/00
• Reached 10/11/00

• Mr. Jay Johnson

• Letter of Contact Hand
Delivered 5/30/00

• No

• Reached 08/07/00

• Mr. Bill Leonard

• No letter sent.

• N/A

• Left msg. 08/07/00

Copies of the Draft ASR and Draft ASR Letters were sent to the following local Native
American individuals (Table 2). Follow-up telephone calls were made after the two-week
comment period had elapsed. A brief overview of the telephone correspondence is provided in
the table below. For detailed information on Native American consultation and correspondence,
please consult Appendix C (Native American Correspondence).
Table 2
Draft ASR and Draft ASR Letters sent to local Native American individuals
Name

Draft ASR
Delivered

Response to Draft ASR Letter

Telephone Correspondence

•

Ms. Angie Osborne

•

3/9/01

•

Ms. Osborne has no comments
on the Draft ASR. She is
interested in receiving the
Final ASR.

•

Reached 6/4/01

•

Mr. Jay Johnson

•

3/9/01

•

Left msg to contact
Ms. R. Egherman, URS
Archaeologist, by 6/6/01 if he
has comments. No comments
were received by 6/6/01.

•

Left msg. 6/1/01

•

Mr. Bill Leonard

•

3/9/01

•

Left msg to contact
Ms. R. Egherman, URS
Archaeologist, by 6/6/01 if he
has comments. No comments
were received by 6/6/01.

•

Left msg. 6/1/01
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Final ASR letters were mailed to the following individuals (Table 3), explaining that the Draft
ASR that they had already received had been approved by Caltrans. No follow-up telephone
calls were made.
Table 3
Final ASR and Draft ASR Letters sent to local Native American individuals
Name

Final ASR Letter Delivered

•

Ms. Angie Osborne

•

Sent

•

Mr. Jay Johnson

•

Sent

•

Mr. Bill Leonard

•

Sent
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No properties on - or previously determined to be eligible for – the NRHP or CRHR, or listed in
the California Historic Landmarks were found to be located in the respective Archaeological
APE or the Architectural APE.

5.1

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

One archaeological site and one isolate resource (APE Map) was detected within the current
Merced Campus Parkway Archaeological APE (see Table 4 below). Both are twentieth century
historic resources. Site CA-MER-000380H (identified on the APE Map by its “P” number, P24-001658) is the bulldozed remnant of the Caseretta brothers’ pig farm possibly dating to the
1930s. P-24-001659 consists of an historical piece of agricultural equipment known as a heavy
chisel.
During the mid-June 2000 and late October 2000 surveys, a second isolate (P-24-001660)
consisting of a remnant of a concrete cattle trough was found near Lake Yosemite and was
recorded in the ASR. Although this isolate was included in the ASR, it is located outside of the
adopted Archaeological APE, and is therefore not discussed here. No other archaeological
features were detected.
Site CA-MER-000380H has not been evaluated for eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP. The
isolate does not appear eligible and its data potential has been fully recorded. Refer to Appendix
B, Site Records, of the ASR for details on all of the archaeological resources recorded.
Table 4
Archaeological Resources Detected within the Archaeological APE
Resource
Name

Trinomial

P#

APN #

Resource
Type

Survey
Post

Location/
address

APE Map
Sheet #

Farm Site 1

(CA-MER000380H)

(P-24001658)

61-010-09

Historic
site

48+00

~3200 E.
South Bear
Creek Road

Sheet 5 of
10

Isolate 1

-

(P-24001659)

61-010-20

Historic
isolate

31+00

3222 E.
South Bear
Creek Road

Sheet 5 of
10

5.1.1 P-24-001658 (Site CA-MER-000380H)
This site is located at Survey Post 48+00, APN 61-010-09, along the proposed Green Alignment.
The primary features of this site are the remnants of a concrete pad (possibly the house pad), a
concrete pig-feeding trough, a few fig, pepper, and palm trees, and two burned telephone poles.
The surficial extent of the site covers roughly 100 by 60 meters, as paced by the field recorder.
The lands across the surface of the site have been extensively plowed on numerous occasions
subsequent to the demolition, and most of the surface remnants (wire, plywood fragments, rusted
pipe sections, wood beam fragments, corrugated tin, branches) have been bulldozed into two
heaps at the south end of the site. A partially collapsed plank bridge situated at the north end of
the site probably served as the primary vehicular access over the Robinson Lateral canal to the
Caseretta property. The surface artifact concentration noted during the survey was not extensive.
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The paucity of remains may be due to the plowing of the site, or possibly surface collection by
local residents. Surface finds included modern and historic glass fragments (bottles, drinking
glasses), a modern fork, pull tops from tin cans, modern beer and cola cans, modern oil cans,
rusted freon and gas cans, and small wire. Some of these finds suggest that in the years after the
abandonment of the property the site may have been used for casual dumping.
B. Bass of URS Corporation interviewed Mr. Robert Gastel, who lives due east and adjacent to
the site, concerning the Caseretta property (Appendix D). He stated that the location once
belonged to Vic and Chick Caseretta and the structures that once stood there were probably built
around 1925. The Caseretta brothers mainly were concerned with raising pigs on the property.
Mr. Gastel noted that the property had an irrigation well used during the brothers’ occupation.
Later, the structures burned and according to Mr. Gastel, the well was subsequently bulldozed.
The Caseretta property was abandoned when the brothers died (date unknown, possibly in the
early 1980s). After that, a local transient occupied parts of the property. Apparently, the
transient set the fire that eventually burned much of the Caseretta property, including the two
palm trees next to the road (i.e., South Bear Creek Road).
There is no evidence of subsurface deposits, although it appears that bulldozing and plowing
across the site has disturbed at least the top 30-40 centimeters of soil. CA-MER-000380H
appears to contain little data potential due to extensive post-occupation disturbance and the lack
of intact features or deposits, and does not appear eligible to the NRHP/CRHR.

5.1.2 P-24-001659
This isolate resource is located at Survey Post 31+00, APN 61-010-20, along the Green
Alignment. This resource is a piece of agricultural equipment known as a heavy chisel, used to
break up hard agricultural land. According to the owner, Mr. Richard Peguero, the equipment
primarily was used to dig shallow furrows alongside crops. This particular heavy chisel is a John
Deere-Killefer Model 15A-1, manufactured under license by Killefer Equipment Company, Los
Angeles, California. The chisel presently is located at the southwest corner of a pistachio
orchard owned by Mr. Peguero. The isolate artifact has iron wheels and spokes, a plow blade,
and a leaf-spring type frame. The leaf spring is mounted transversely to flex with horizontal
tension between the wheels, and not under vertical tension (as in a truck suspension). Mr.
Peguero stated that the chisel, present on the property at the time he purchased the land 30 years
ago, belonged to the previous property owner, and is probably at least 50 to 60 years old.
Isolate finds normally are not considered eligible for the NRHP or CRHR, and it is unlikely that
P-24-001659 would qualify for inclusion in either registry since the data it represents have been
recorded.

5.2

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL PROPERTIES

Forty nine pre-1956 properties located within the Architectural APE were inventoried and
evaluated individually. The inventory forms (DPR 523) can be found in Appendix B of the
HASR/HRER. The HASR/HRER for the proposed project concludes that one property (see APE
Map Sheet 3 of 10, Reference No. 6) on the right-of-way common to all proposed alignments,
appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. This 1927
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dairy appears to be a significant example of a property type associated with the theme of
agriculture and colonization in the Merced area. It is also a distinguished example of that
property type in that it is remarkably intact and retains a large collection of buildings and
structures from the 1920s and 1930s. Finally, it is a highly unusual example in that the buildings
were designed and built in the Mission Revival style. While it is not the only Mission Revival
dairy in California, it is a very unusual example, especially in the San Joaquin Valley.
All other buildings and structures within the Architectural APE do not appear to meet the
National Register criteria.

5.2.1 Irrigation and Railroad Features
There are several irrigation-related resources within the Architectural APE for this project. All
of these are owned and operated by the Merced Irrigation District (M.I.D.). The M.I.D. is a
special district chartered for providing irrigation water to lands near the City of Merced.
Appendix D of the HASR/HRER inventories and evaluates a group of ten canals that are owned
by the M.I.D. that do not appear eligible for the National Register. It is concluded that these
canals do not appear to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register because they do not
contribute significantly when viewed in the larger context of the development of irrigated
agriculture in the Central Valley. The railroad line of the Burlington Northern-Santa Fe (BNSF)
Railroad within the Architectural APE does not appear to meet the criteria for listing in the
National Register because the track of the BNSF lacks integrity of design, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association.

5.2.2 Bridges
All of the alternative alignments are on new right-of-way, from the Route 99 interchange at
Mission Avenue to Yosemite Avenue. There are no existing bridges within the Architectural
APE that would be affected by the proposed project.

5.2.3 Conclusions
One historic architectural property clearly appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National
Register (see Table 5 below). This is an historic dairy farm complex that includes a number of
buildings and structures. It appears to be eligible under Criterion C (as noted above, it appears to
be a significant, distinguished, and highly unusual example of a property type).
Table 5
Properties that Appear to Meet the Criteria for Eligibility to the National Register
Map Reference
No.
06

APN
061-250-25

Street Address
3223 & 3153 Childs Ave.; 46 & 21 Coffee St.

Year Built
1920s

The other properties do not appear to meet the National Register criteria, for reasons that are
specific to each property (see Table 6 below). The reader is directed to the “Significance”
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sections of each of the DPR 523 forms for an individualized application of the National Register
Criteria for Evaluation.
Table 6
Inventoried Pre-1956 Properties That Do Not Appear to Meet the Criteria for Eligibility to
the National Register
Map Reference
No.

APN

Street Address

Year Built

01

061-250-13

3131 E. Gerard Ave.

1930

02

061-250-51

3345 E. Gerard Ave.

1920s

03

061-250-16

3663 E. Gerard Ave.

1943

04

061-250-23

3200 E. Gerard Ave.

1941

05

061-250-11

392 S. Coffee St.

07

061-340-08

Childs Ave.

1936

08

061-340-09

3464, 3446, 3474 Childs Ave.

1944

09

061-340-10

3506 Childs Ave.

1936

10

061-340-15

Childs Ave.

11

061-310-10

3397 Baker St.

1942

11

061-310-11

3421, 3431, 3445, 3457, 3461, 3463 Baker St.

1942

12

061-330-25

3370 Highway 140

1954

13

061-330-02

3185 Stretch Rd.

1953

14

061-330-03

3287 & 3297 Stretch Rd.

1960

15

061-330-04

3435 Stretch Rd.

1938

16

061-010-26

2924 E. South Bear Creek Dr.

1939

17

061-010-12

3237 E. South Bear Creek Dr.

1950

18

061-010-37

3313 E. South Bear Creek Dr.

1920

19

061-010-16

1435 Kibby Rd.

1940

20

008-174-05

2801 E. North Bear Creek Dr.

1950

21

008-120-37

3066 E. North Bear Creek Dr.

1924

22

008-120-39

3304 E. North Bear Creek Dr.

ca. 1920

23

008-120-01

3085 E. Olive Ave.

1948

24

008-120-02

3149 E. Olive Ave.

1939

25

008-120-03

3183 E. Olive Ave.

1937

26

008-120-15

3611 E. Olive Ave.

1945

27

008-020-17

2891 E. Olive Ave.

1951

28

008-090-45

3180 E. Olive Ave.

1942

29

008-090-53

2164 Leeds Rd.

1935

30

008-080-10

2831 Crown Rd.

1930

30

008-080-17

2831 Crown Rd.

1930

31

008-080-04

3515 E. Yosemite Ave.

1952

32

060-660-27

2966 E. Yosemite Ave.

1934

ca. 1930s

ca. 1930
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33

060-050-32

3758 Lake Rd.

1940s

34

061-320-26

2901 E. Highway 140

1930

35

061-330-11

3106 E. Highway 140

1946

36

061-100-17

3142, 3158, 3160 E. Highway 140

1940

37

061-100-16

3176 & 3180 E. Highway 140

1924

38

061-100-06

521 & 523 Moomjean Ave.

1948

39

061-110-15

3700 E. Highway 140

40

061-110-11

3704, 3724, 3728 E. Highway 140

1950

41

061-110-05

590 Dell St.

1940

41

061-110-14

572, 585, 590, seven unaddressed Dell St.

1937

42

061-110-13

490 Dell St.

1928

43

061-110-10

3800, 3830-3850 (even) E. Highway 140

1942

44

061-110-09

3880 E. Highway 140

1949

45

061-122-14

521 N. Easy St.

1940

46

061-121-56

496 N. Easy St.

1939

47

061-121-55

510 N. Easy St.

1940

48

061-121-37

3962 E. Highway 140

1941

49

061-121-46

541 Kibby Rd.

1944

ca. 1940s
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Conclusions

If the 1927 dairy farm is formally determined eligible, a Finding of Effect document will be
required. A finding of adverse effect would require development and implementation of
appropriate mitigation measures prior to construction.
One archaeological site, CA-MER-000380H (the Caseretta pig farm site), could potentially be
affected if the Green Alignment were selected. Based on the results of the archaeological
survey, the site does not appear to exhibit those qualities that would make it eligible for inclusion
on the NRHP/CRHR. However, further evaluation of this site (subsurface testing) may be
necessary if the Green Alignment is selected. If the evaluation results in a determination that the
site is eligible then a Finding of Effect document would be prepared. A finding of adverse
effect would require development and implementation of appropriate mitigation measures prior
to construction.
If buried cultural materials are encountered during construction, all work in that area must halt
until a qualified archaeologist can evaluate the nature and significance of the finds (Caltrans
Environmental Handbook, Vol. 2, Chapter 1). If human remains are encountered during
construction, all work in that area must halt and the Merced County Coroner must be contacted,
pursuant to California Public Resources Code sections 5097.94, 5097.98 and 5097.99. In either
instance, the District 10 Planning Branch shall be immediately notified (Caltrans Environmental
Handbook, Sections 1-2.2 and 7-8).
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Appendix B
Public Coordination
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Appendix C
Native American Correspondence
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Appendix D
Other Public Correspondence/Informant Interviews
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